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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY RESEARCH AT A GLANCE

Looking to the future, we believe the rapid expansion of intelligent edge computing, especially the 5G edge, is driving fundamental shifts in 
the business and monetization strategies of communications service providers (CoSPs) and, by extension, cloud service providers (CSPs). To 
be sure, CSPs will play an increasingly pivotal role at the 5G edge, ready to deploy and scale edge services such as content delivery networks 
(CDNs) that align and blend with the edge services hosted in the network by CoSPs. 5G will enable CoSPs to reach enterprise mobile customers 
more reliably and flexibily, substantially boosting the performance of key enterprise applications sich as unified communicaitons platforms. 5G 
will also contribute to expanding and tightening alliances between CSPs and CoSPs such as CSPs hosting more critical CoSP 5G functions such 
as mobile application development, 5G core, and 5G operations. Key to understanding the rapidly evolving strategies of the service providers 
is providing a clear picture of their customers’ interests, drivers, and growth strategies. In addition, the identification of the major market gaps, 
network challenges, service differentiators, and use cases is essential to powering and rounding out the CoSP/CSP strategies required to win-
ning new intelligent edge and 5G business and customers. 

Specifically, and within this paper, we identify the following top findings from our recent 2019 global survey and 5G Edge research, issuing the 
associated recommendations based on our ongoing analysis of business, technology and market trends in the digital economy:

1. Enterprises want security.

 The role of cybersecurity is evolving, and service providers need to keep up. Essential to understanding the 5G Edge Computing 
 market and its development trends is discerning the decision–making priorities of the enterprise customers. Our research included 
 surveying enterprise leaders’ 5G equipment and services spending objectives across near-term, mid-term, and long-term intervals,  
 which identified unifying cybersecurity management as their leading target for new spend as it impacts their overall security strategies  
 across the edge, multi-cloud, and data center realms. Service providers must integrate broader yet less complex cybersecurity capabil- 
 ities, including offerings targeted at enterprises such as security as a service (SECaaS) and managed multi-cloud security services, in their  
 edge computing implementations.

Summary Sentence
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2. The 5G Edge is driving growth.

 The 5G Edge will help drive value across a range of use cases. The 5G Edge is clearly the market hotbed and application development   
 sandbox for driving innovation and new services. Service providers view the broad, multi-discipline nature of Industrial IoT (IIoT) as  
 best-suited for validating early-stage 5G use cases. Service providers are fortifying their ecosystem credentials by meeting the distinct 
 deployment requirements of IIoT applications through the support of 5G edge capabilities that advance security and coverage in 
 challenging environments such as indoors, campuses, and remote work sites. This also enables service providers to limit the need to bet  
 on a few select narrow verticals where investments toward developing resources and expertise could diminish if economic prospects  
 recede or the pace of adoption slows within the targeted vertical industry.

3. The 5G Edge will impact cost, performance, and data protection.

 The 5G Edge will be disruptive, requiring a highly-coordinated effort to implement properly. The implementation of 5G Edge will  
 impact both the consumer and the enterprise market, as well as the internal data center infrastructure of service providers. The results  
 could be significant in terms of lowering operating expenses, improving network and communications performance, and improving data  
 protection and security. In order to achieve this, service providers will need to work closely with their technology and service partners,  
 and must also begin focusing on full-fledged, end-to-end orchestration as a strategic requirement.

4. The opportunity to monetize the Intelligent Edge and 5G applications is very real.

 Service providers see a very real, and very high opportunity to monetize the 5G Edge. Where is the opportunity the greatest? Industrial  
 IoT, video surveillance, cloud-based gaming, and streaming media are perceived as offering the greatest opportunity. Over time, gaming,  
 AR/VR, as well as blockchain and micro-services enabling dynamic, cloud-native services, all offer improving opportunity. The key, for  
 today and for the coming few years, will be in service providers understanding their customer base and offering appropriate services.

5. Increased spend by customers will drive growth for service providers.

 Spend and growth may be modest today, but will improve over the coming 2+ years. Driven by IoT, video, gaming, and other uses,  
 service providers are anticipating solid double-digit growth over the coming years, with the majority seeing a shift from growth in the 
 11 to 30 percent range to the 31 to 40 percent range in as little as two years. That’s a significant growth opportunity, and will require  
 service providers to be ahead of the curve if they want to take advantage. 5G service providers must emphasize their IIoT and video 
 surveillance capabilities as key areas of differentiation, since security applications are vital to 5G edge monetization aims, as well as  
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 fulfilling the top enterprise area of build-out concern. Service providers must also beware that AR/VR market gap issues are significant,  
 including factors such as implementation complexity, consumer resistance toward adapting bulky AR/VR headsets, uneven ecosystem  
 support, and delays in finding ways to rapidly monetizing AR/VR applications. Moreover, cloud gaming and AR/VR are identified as the  
 top use cases in the mid-term, and cloud gaming the best long-term prospect, indicating that service providers view consumer applica- 
 tions as having slightly better and improving prospects relative to enterprise prospects, beyond the next 12 months. 
 
6. Barriers and challenges could derail growth and monetization opportunities.

 Compatibility with existing services and implementing unified administration and enablement are critical to 5G Edge. Service 
 providers see integration with existing pre-5G systems (i.e., 4G/3G/2G) as the leading adoption barrier. This is largely attributable to 
 the fact that the 5G edge architecture ushers in new, unprecedented requirements and capabilities that include SDN/NFV, operations/ 
 business support automation, and multi-cloud administration, which did not accompany pre-5G rollouts. This also suggests that 
 network engineers and architects are struggling with assimilation issues due to considerations like gaps in ecosystem vendor support,  
 and reskilling the workforce to handle new 5G capabilities.
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INTRODUCTION

Today, we are witnessing the emergence of yet another transformational moment through the arrival of 5G and the promise of increased 
speeds of data transmission. We are also witnessing the consumerization of industrial, commercial, and consumer IoT devices — sensors and 
components that create, and need access to, real-time data at the edge. Combined, 5G and Edge Computing (the 5G Edge) offer the opportu-
nity for a new wave of services supporting a new wave of applications, from Augmented Reality (AR) and cloud-based gaming to autonomous 
vehicles and smart spaces and cities. In turn, Communications Service Providers (collectively CoSPs, including providers of Mobile, Internet, 
Data, IoT and Content Services) must adapt to this change, transforming both infrastructure and business models to support their enterprise 
and commercial customer base. 

In this paper, 5G Edge: Powering Innovative Experiences and Services, we take a look at the different drivers of 5G Edge, evaluate the potential 
opportunities it creates, and discuss the lurking pitfalls that must be avoided by the CoSPs, and by extension providers of cloud-based services, 
as they architect and implement their networks and service offerings.
 
Methodology and Demographics
 
In support of this research, we conducted a primary research study with the goal of better comprehending how CoSPs and CSPs perceive their 
customers’ perspectives on the major Edge and 5G trends, their own strategic priorities in meeting ongoing and emerging customer demands, 
and how the market is likely to evolve over the coming years. This study, completed during the second half of 2019, included a double-blind 
survey of over 500 business and technology professionals with a strong focus on network engineers and architects. Our survey covered four 
major global geographic regions across multiple industry sectors and representing organizations with less than a thousand to more than 50,000 
employees. Participants in the survey were randomly targeted from a pool of qualified individuals, and then further qualified within the survey 
itself as noted in Appendix A: Demographics. 
 

The 5G Edge is real, transformational, and risky.
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Our survey respondents offered a range of perspectives on the major edge computing and 5G trends, as well as the value proposition of 
emerging edge/5G-enabled applications. Of note, 61 percent of our survey panel classify as primary decision makers and 39 percent are 
considered influencers and/or decision makers. Our panel of network architects and designers included 73 percent involved in planning and 
operations and 27 percent involved in development activities. Note that a 70 percent majority of our panel represent CoSP in mobile, data, 
IoT, Internet and content, including support professionals in NFV, SDN, and Edge Computing. Additionally, a minority 30 percent of our panel 
represent providers in the cloud and data center services (collectively Cloud Services Providers, or CSPs). Throughout this report, we refer to 
our collective panel as service providers with breakouts of CoSP and CSP respondents as noted.
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1 5G EDGE CUSTOMER PERCEPTIONS

The confluence of 5G and Edge Computing technologies (the 5G Edge) brings with it the potential to reshape how the world engages and be-
haves as individuals, organizations, and businesses. But the 5G Edge is only technology. For it to have impact, it must be implemented by ser-
vice providers in a way that meets customer requirements and allows for applications and services to be offered at the right price, at the right 
time, and with the right features that drive value for both providers and users. 

What Over-arching Concerns are Motivating Enterprise Customers Today?

The first step in evaluating the state of the 5G Edge is to understand enterprise customer’s needs and interests today and into the future. To gain 
an understanding of edge computing’s growing importance to our panel, we asked our panel to estimate what percentage of their customers 
do they believe would be very interested in the following (ranked):

1. 68% - Unifying cybersecurity systems that interwork with the edge 
2. 61% - Privacy and data protection for edge applications 
3. 61% - Multi-cloud administration across all edge implementations 
4. 60% - Easing 5G-induced stress within data centers and edge networks 
5. 59% - Understanding changing consumption patterns between 5G customers and providers 

When we look specifically at our CoSP panel, unifying cybersecurity systems increases slightly (70 percent), as do privacy and data protection 
(65 percent) and multi-cloud administration (64 percent).  We’re not surprised that issues related to cybersecurity, privacy and data protection 
have a slight edge over the other topics. But looking at 24 to 36 months ahead, all responses are in the 62 – 64 percent range, a point that may 
indicate all of these items are relatively important with little differentiation.

What matters today will matter tomorrow, and service providers are expecting very little 
change in enterprise perspectives.

Edge Computing is realigning the boundaries between physical and digital to deliver enhanced mobile broadband 

and digital experiences, with cybersecurity and faster access to data leading enterprise priorities.
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Who deviates from the norm?

It’s when we look at how those topics are viewed by organizations across all service providers (CoSPs/CSPs) by geography, the differences in 

relative importance are considerable.

 

Enterprises in North America and AsiaPAC are considered to be consistently more interested in issues relating to cybersecurity, privacy & data 

protection, and even multi-cloud administration. Note: with only 29 percent of enterprises in Greater China perceived as being very interested 

in privacy and data protection, we have to consider that data doesn’t necessarily reflect the importance of the topic but rather reflects the reali-

ties of the state’s strong control over data (both within the region and as a firewall with other regions).

How do Enterprise Customers View the Edge?
 
We asked our CoSP/CSP panelists what percent of their organization’s customers would strongly agree with a series of statements dealing with 
edge computing. Is there concensus on the edge? There is. A slight majority (just over 50 percent) all strongly agree with the following general 
statements:

• Their businesses increasingly rely on migrating to software-based architecture to drive cost savings and network efficiencies.
• Virtualization resources and hosting of VNFs need to be pushed to the service edge in order to reduce deployment costs.
• Their computing systems were not designed to handle the level of analytics that have become central to performance monitoring, 

analytics and insights, and operational decisions.
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But what’s really driving interest in the edge? Service providers say two-thirds (66 percent) of enterprises would strongly agree that having data 

closer to computing resources is important as applications increasingly have the ability, and the need, to consumer larger amounts of data 

more frequently and with faster access. Not surprisingly, CoSPs identify larger enterprises as tending to view this as more important, expecting 

75 percent of enterprises with 50,000 or more employees would support this statement.

Who deviates from the norm?

Once again, it’s the differences between regions that show the greatest contrast.
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2 DRIVERS OF EDGE ADOPTION

Based on the responses to the enterprise trend questions, it becomes clear that enterprises are accelerating their 5G edge spend and build-outs 
over the next two years and beyond. 

We believe service providers need to identify the portfolio development and marketing strategies that optimize their ability to capitalize on bur-
geoning enterprise demands. They also need to recognize which applications are driving customer needs and how the 5G Edge may relate to 
enterprise digital transformation strategies. 

Key Differentiators in Accelerating Consumer Edge and 5G Applications/Services

What’s the top-ranked critically important differentiator in accelerating consumer edge and 5G applications/services? According to 39 percent 
of our survey panel, it’s the ability to use unlimited data offers to drive broader services package adoption, validating that 5G edge portfolios 
must not lose sight of fundamental customer demand for ever more bandwidth. While this is a reoccurring type of demand spanning decades, 
service providers must factor in expanded bandwidth capabilities as an integral 5G differentiator, especially in supporting unlimited data offers 
that can spur customers to broaden their service packages.

When evaluating just CoSP responses, the importance of using unlimited offers to drive broader service package adoption is cited by 41 per-
cent as the top differentiator, contrasting to only 35 percent of cloud and data center providers. In fact, with the exception of high-bandwidth/
lower-latency services, CoSPs consistently view all drivers as being more important than CSPs, a point that doesn’t surprise, given CoSPs high 
reliance on application and device-driven services.

Consumers crave unlimited data, family plans and bandwidth, while enterprises seek security and AI.
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Notable is the combined 85 percent our survey panel that cite the ability to expand the breadth of smart device support as a highly or critically 
important driver, confirming that consumers are committed to adding more smart devices, such as tablets, wearables, health/energy monitor-
ing, and smart watches, to fulfill their digital lifestyle preferences. 

Key Differentiators in Accelerating Enterprise Edge and 5G Applications/Services

In conjunction with asking our panelists their perspective on the key consumer differentiators, we turned our attention to the key enterprise dif-
ferentiators. Using the same format as the consumer-centric question, we asked our combined CoSP/CSP panelists for their viewpoint on the 
key differentiators that are accelerating the adoption of Enterprise Edge and 5G applications/services among their customers.
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Increasing privacy and security, along with integrating cybersecurity assurances across all services, are cited as the leading differentiators in 
the Very High Importance category (38 percent), aligning with enterprise prioritization of security (i.e., unifying cybersecurity management for 
edge-related and overall applications through offerings like SECaaS and managed cloud security services). This confirms service providers are 
already keenly aware that meeting the security demands of their enterprise customers is essential to distinguishing their portfolios in pursuing 
5G edge engagements. 

While increasing privacy and security is clearly important, only 33 percent of CSPs cite this as 
being of very high importance, contrasting to just over 40 percent of CoSPs.

The enterprise AR/VR ranking did surprise us a bit, even though it trailed the top rankings by only single-digit percentages, since the application 
is closely linked to driving major use cases in the manufacturing and R&D realms, for instance, however its role as a differentiator is limited in 
relation to meeting the more pressing enterprise demands.
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Of note, the three differentiators that tied for lowest ranking in the Very High Importance category included “Broadening Enterprise AR/VR 

Capabilities,” “Expanding Storage-as-a-Service Capabilities,” and “Delivering Smart Cities Connectivity Packages” (just around 30 percent) were 

all rated significantly higher by service providers in the Asia-Pacific region. 

 

This isn’t a surprise, however, as these use cases are further along in the Asia-Pacific region than other regions. 

How does this compare between different regions?
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Will the REAL Use Cases Please Stand Up

In order to provide greater clarity on enterprise plans, we asked our panel to rate the level of focus their enterprise customers have for driving 

their 5G edge adoption across ten use case areas. The respondents were asked to rank the use cases at level of importance, consisting of very 

high, high, moderate, low, and very low.

Industrial IoT is currently the leading application and use case for enterprise adoption of 5G, cited as a very high driver by 40 percent of our 

overall panel (and 42 percent of just CoSP respondents). Cloud gaming and public safety are also cited as very high drivers at 35 percent each. 

The broad, multi-discipline aspect of the industrial IoT use cases, while also allowing for specialization according to enterprise demand, allows 

service providers to burnish their 5G intelligent edge ecosystem credentials while also limiting their risk exposure related to betting on which 

vertical niche(s) will take-off the soonest and deliver positive ROI results.

In contrast, it was surprising that the panel chose micro-services as last in the very high category. The results indicate that some enterprises are 

prepared to pursue industrial IoT opportunities and other high-priority 5G-enabled edge applications by adopting services at the edge before 

fully embracing micro-services capabilities and its ability to decompose monolithic applications into a suite of loosely coupled distributed 

services (i.e., network slices). This allows each service to perform a specific business function and can communicate with other sets of services 

through well-defined interfaces.

For some CoSPs at least, adopting micro-services to deploy and scale network slicing techniques is complex and will require extended test 

cycles, including co-development with their service provider partners in agile development and DevOps environments. Likewise eSIM is vital to 

scaling IIoT applications in 5G edge environments by avoiding the costly, inflexible deployment and upgrading of hardware-based SIM 
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implementations. 5G-enabled blockchain, inherently distributed at the edge, is well-suited to powering emerging applications such as secure 

mobile banking, smart contracts, inventory management, and IoT governance.  However, CoSPs are prioritizing vertical-centric use cases 

before running with the implementation of broader, pan-vertical technologies such as micro-services, blockchain, and eSIM.

Notably, 51 percent of service providers in Asia-Pacific rate Industrial IoT their highest drivers of 5G Edge – a stark contrast to only 28 percent 

of services providers in EMEA for the same top rating. Does this imply EMEA is less focused on Industrial IoT than AsiaPAC? Not necessarily. 

Overall, service providers in EMEA are less likely to rank any item as a “very high” level of importance and offer a more muted perspective on the 

topic.

5G is Helping Enterprises Accelerate Digital Transformation

To broaden our understanding of enterprise intelligent edge trends, we asked our panelists how much of an accelerator did they anticipate 5G 

will play in driving their enterprise customers’ digital transformation strategies. The goal of the question is to see the impact 5G, viewed as a 

distinct technology category, particularly as a proportion of overall digital transformation strategies, is having on the overall business objectives 

of enterprises.
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The panel selected the “much less significant” rating within the one year category as the leading vote-getter (with 27 percent), reflecting pri-
marily that 5G is still in its nascent stage of adoption for many enterprises, particularly in relation to their overall digital transformation strategies. 
However, in the “beyond two years” range, the “very significant” rating slides up to 19 percent, indicating that as enterprises expand their 5G 
adoption and gain experience, it will prove more influential in powering their digital transformation objectives.  Equally notable, the drop in the 
“much less significant” rating from 27 percent to 19 percent and the “insignificant” rating from seven percent to five percent provides another 
strong indicator of 5G’s growing influence in powering digital transformation.
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3 5G EDGE IMPLEMENTATION AND DISRUPTION

The adoption of 5G Edge technologies is as complex as it is transformative, impacting all aspects of service providers’ operations, from budget-
ing to implementation to the creation and support of enterprise-targeted services. We believe that this complexity requires a collaborative effort 
that spans both internal and external resources, and our research bears this out.

Who is Responsible for 5G Edge Implementation within service providers today?

We asked our panel to identify the groups primarily responsible for the implementation and management of their Edge Computing systems and 
resources. A solid 36 percent leverage a hybrid approach (combining in-house and outsourced capabilities), followed closely by the internal/ 
in-house team at 34 percent and outsource/systems integrators third at 21 percent.

5G Edge implementation is a collaborative effort.

This breakdown of responsibility was consistent between our CoSP and CSP 
respondents, with the exception of the large CoSPs/CSPs with 50,000 or 
more global employees, where 48 percent cite their internal teams as 
having primary responsibility.

Provider Perceptions of 5G Edge Disruption on Data Centers

Where do service providers expect the greatest disruption to their data 
center infrastructure? Not surprisingly, 57 percent cite the lowering of OpEx 
costs as having the most potential for disruption. But this level of disruption 
is not unique — our research reveals just how widespread the impact of 5G 
will be on infrastructure, with over 90 percent of our panelists expecting 
moderate to significant disruption across a wide range of areas.
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For service providers, the persistent, annual challenge of lowering operations expenditures (OpEx) costs is no different for their rapidly 
emerging 5G edge rollouts. However, the expectation that OpEx costs will follow the same pattern as recent CapEx reductions, where ongoing 
hardware-to-software shifts have ushered in significant cost reductions, are likely to prove unfulfilled in the near-term. This is due to factors 
such as the requirement to spend upfront on new SDN/NFV, AI/ML, multi-cloud, and 5G capabilities before any cost savings can be realized 
from replacing legacy OpEx. Also the complexities of 5G edge implementations, including assuring compatibility with existing systems, can also 
deter OpEx savings being realized. While 5G ushers in a myriad of operational challenges, it also presents cost savings opportunities which can 
be fulfilled by DevOps. DevOps provides the agile software and continuous development framework, including inter-organizational software 
collaboration, key to accelerating automation of operations  and business processes, boosting service provider time-to-market and customer 
experience metrics.
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Who deviates from the norm?

Notably, while 63 percent of providers in the Asia-Pacific region expect significant change in OpEx costs, only 54 percent in EMEA and 56 per-

cent in North America expect the same.

Notably, while 63 percent of providers in the Asia-Pacific region expect significant change in OpEx costs, only 54 percent in EMEA and 56 per-

cent in North America expect the same.
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4 OPPORTUNITIES FOR 5G EDGE MONETIZATION

We know the intelligent edge and 5G applications will fundamentally change the revenue models for service providers, but where is the 
greatest perceived opportunity? We asked our service provider panel to rate their leading opportunities for monetization across ten high-profile 
applications (on a scale of Very High to Very Low). The results shed additional insight on what is moving the needle for service provider decision 
making.

 
Over a third of service providers cite Industrial IoT (35 percent) as the top monetization opportunity, correlating directly to their identifying  
enterprises as viewing the application as the leading area of focus for driving their 5G edge (40% cited as IIoT as the top-most driver). This  
further validates that providers must emphasize their industrial IoT capabilities as a key area of differentiation. Additionally, our panel pinpointed 
video surveillance (33 percent) as the second highest opportunity, further confirming security applications as instrumental to 5G edge mone-
tization aims, as well as fulfilling the leading area of enterprise build-out concern. But all of the applications offered show the expectation of 
monetization by our panel, meaning the key to success lies in the prioritization and in understanding existing and emerging customer demand.

The value of any technology to services providers can be found in their ability to monetize it.
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Monetization with Context: Ranking the Anticipated Benefits

Diving deeper, we asked our  panel to rate the anticipated monetization benefits of key 5G use cases to their organization over the next 12 
months as well as for the 24 - 36 month planning period. For the ‘very high’ rating across the three time spans, the highest degree of variance 
was nine percent in the next 12 months’ segment (35 - 26 percent). Our survey data reveals Industrial IoT (IIoT) is the top 5G monetization use 
case (35 percent) with blockchain and micro-services bringing up the rear (26 percent each).

We believe that the CoSP/CSP shift from identifying IIoT as the top monetization use case in near-term (i.e., next 12 months) to cloud gaming 
and AR/VR in the mid-term (12-24 months) and cloud gaming outright in the long-term (24-36 months), although not dramatic in percentage 
point variance (only three points across the three time spans), is significant for network architects and engineers. The results validate that  
monetizing IIoT in the near-term is lower hanging fruit during 5G’s nascent stage since it provides bandwidth and latency upgrades over 4G/
LTE for mission-critical applications in campus environments such as smart manufacturing and robotic process automation (RPA). Moreover, 
it provides the coverage range and security that WiFi cannot provide in settings such as mining, cargo ship, warehouse, and energy extraction 
operations.

Cloud gaming is expected to deliver the highest monetization benefit for 5G within 12 to 24 months, 
led by Asia-Pacific (49 percent) followed by North America (42 percent) and Greater China (29 percent). 

In contrast, EMEA rates micro-services the highest at 29 percent.
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The same principle applies to ‘smart spaces’, such as major sports stadiums and airports, where the high density of traffic and users can drive 
more revenue through franchise business partners and direct opt-ins. In the meantime, many enterprises are planning to adopt private LTE 
to meet their immediate digital transformation needs while providing a pathway to 5G as the 5G ecosystem matures in the transition from 
non-standalone 4G/5G network implementations to standalone 5G. This enables the micro-services and networking slicing capabilities that 
are key to scaling 5G edge applications.

However, cloud gaming and AR/VR are identified as the top use cases in the mid-term and cloud gaming the best long-term prospect, 
indicating that service providers view these applications as having slightly better and improving prospects beyond the near-term.

FUTURUM PERSPECTIVE

Our survey data aligns with the anticipated maturation of 5G ecosystem, including expanding device maker support of 5G capabilities and add-
ed deployment experience for the service providers, boosting consumer-oriented use cases. Global 5G subscribers counts are expected to ap-
proach 100 million by the end of 2020, and 5G is immediately bolstering the cloud gaming use case with AR/VR gaining. It is important to note 
that AR/VR is also targeted at enterprise applications, such as research and design and data/schematic visualization, broadening its use case 
appeal should consumer adoption of AR/VR technology stall. Overall the uptick in 5G consumer use cases serves as a mild hedge for service 
providers should scaling IIoT applications prove complex and more difficult to accelerate.
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5 5G EDGE GROWTH

Key to understanding the 5G Edge market, and specifically its growth prospects, is understanding how much additional network-wide 
bandwidth capacity may be required and how that may translate into additional spend on the part of enterprise customers.

The Optimal Time Frame for More Capacity Is…

To further understand the drivers for enterprise adoption of intelligent edge capabilities, we queried the CoSP/CSP respondents about their  
customers’ rising capacity demands. Specifically, we asked how much bandwidth capacity they expected to be added by their enterprise  
customers, based on current requirements, over the following time frames:  Within 1 year; Within 1-2 years; Beyond 2 years)

The respondents chose the 11-20 percent category within 1-2 years as the leading intersectional range for enterprise capacity expansion  
(cited by 33 percent). We believe this indicates that enterprise capacity additions are not expected to grow as rapidly as enterprise spend  
(21-30%) across the same time frames, suggesting that enterprises anticipate network efficiencies gained through accelerated integration of 
capabilities such as virtualization, advanced analytics/AI, and faster access to data resources will reduce the need for more robust, higher  
percentage capacity additions (i.e., capacity won’t grow as rapidly as investment).

5G Edge should deliver significant growth opportunities over the coming years.
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In addition, it could also indicate that enterprises need to manage some of their growing capacity requirements by expanding their alliances 

with service providers in areas like hybrid multi-cloud hosting and managed services. Even with increased outsourcing to third parties, enter-

prises will still require their own notable capacity additions, as shown by the selection of the 41-50 percent beyond two years registering a 

notable 13 percent selection rate. For providers, the growing enterprise requirement for expanded capacity further fuels demand for intelligent 

5G edge equipment and services.

Enterprise Spend is Expected to Increase

We asked our panel how much additional 5G edge equipment and services spend they see their enterprise customers requiring over three dis-

tinct time intervals: Within 1 year; within 1-2 years; and beyond 2 years.

Overall the panelists see their enterprise customers as committed to increasing their spending almost entirely at the double-digit percentage 

levels across the three time frames. Where is growth most likely to be biggest? Budgets are expected to increase by 21-30 percent with 1-2 

years (cited by 33 percent) and the smallest spending increase instant to occur in the 50 percent+ range with the next years (cited by only 4 

percent of our panel).

Breaking this down, each set of time spans registered a different peak with the less than I year span registering the highest percentage in the 

11-20% range (29%), the 1-2 year span registering highest in the 21-30% range, and finally the 2 years + span registering highest in the 31-40% 

range  The steady rise of the peak ranges, showing that service providers are confident that enterprise spend on 5G edge equipment and  
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services is trending toward steadily increasing boosts in the higher ranges. Moreover, the panelists selected the 2 years+ range as the leader 

in the 31-40 percent (cited by 27 percent), 41-50 percent (cited by 18 percent), and 50 percent+ (cited by 9 percent) categories respectively, 

demonstrating growing confidence in expanding enterprise spend over the longer term.

The results validate that enterprises are prioritizing 5G edge build-out and upgrades as essential to fulfilling their strategic business and network 

objectives, warranting spending boosts that become more substantial over the long-term. The trend suggests enterprises will become more 

aggressive as they gain valuable 5G edge adoption experience and establish successful use cases, providing business case justification for  

further boosts in spend.

FUTURUM PERSPECTIVES

The broad, multi-discipline aspect of industrial IoT applications, while also allowing for specialization where needed, enables them to capital-
ize on meeting the ecosystem demands of their customers, especially in 5G and digital environments. Service providers are strengthening their 
ecosystem credentials by fulfilling the distinct indoor and campus service requirements of industrial IoT applications through the delivery of 5G 
and private LTE capabilities. This also enables CoSPs to limit the need to bet on more narrow verticals where investments toward developing 

resources and expertise could diminish if economic prospects recede or the pace of adoption slows within a vertical industry.
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6 5G EDGE BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES

Defining market opportunity is great, but must be tempered against the reality of challenges a provider will face to realize the opportunity. 
When not properly understood, challenges can quickly become barriers to entry, delaying both implementations and user adoption (i.e.,  
customer spend) and creating a service and market gap.

Service and Market Segment Gaps

The success of any implementation can be measured by the challenges and barriers overcome.

Service providers are facing a number of challenges and barriers in their 
efforts to realize value from the 5G Edge. But which segments are  
presenting the greatest, as well as the least, challenges? In other words, 
given the opportunities for specific Intelligent Edge and 5G applications, 
which present the most significant challenges to implementation and 
monetization? 

Our survey data identified AR/VR (30 percent) as the most problematic 
challenge, solidly above concerns with Public Safety (21percent) and all 
other perceived issues. While AR/VR is drawing deployment priority for 
service providers, we believe accelerating and scaling the service will be 
faced by many near-term impediments. 

We believe service providers are realizing that AR/VR market gap issues 
are significant, including factors such as implementation complexity, 
consumer resistance toward adapting cumbersome AR/VR implemen-
tations, uneven ecosystem support, and delays in finding ways to rapidly 
monetize AR/VR applications. The Public Safety segment also features 
complexity in fulfilling local regulatory requirements, although govern-
ment mandates will provide long-term funding stability.

The highest “not problematic” rating goes to the Micro-services category 
(11 percent), followed closely by Healthcare (10 percent).
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Barriers to Adoption

Turning the panel’s attention to barriers, we next sought to pinpoint the applications and issues that are creating impediments at the intelligent 
5G edge.  Across eleven applications, the panelists were asked to assign ratings ranging from “Very Significant Challenge” to “Not a Challenge.” 
What did our panelists identify as the most significant challenge today? 45 percent of our panel say their biggest challenge is ensuring compati-
bility with 4G and other existing services, indicating that ongoing integration and backward compatibility are top-of-mind. Notably, edge mon-
etization and micro-services scaling are only considered very significant challenges by about a third of our survey panel.

The panel’s selection of ensuring compatibility with existing services as the leading 5G edge adoption barrier is unsurprising, since the 5G edge 
architecture ushers in new, unprecedented requirements and capabilities that include broader SDN/NFV assimilation, AI/ML integration, opera-
tions/business support automation, and multi-cloud administration, which rarely accompanied pre-5G rollouts.

Automating operations and business processes is cited as the most significant challenge 
in Greater China (50 percent)
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On the other hand, the result also suggests network engineers and architects are struggling with accommodation issues due to considerations 

like gaps in ecosystem/vendor support and reskilling the workforce to handle new 5G capabilities. As for edge monetization and micro-services 

scaling, the good news is that they are viewed as a lesser challenge in overcoming 5G edge impediments, although the bad news is that many 

service providers are not far enough along in their 5G plans to render them as more pressing problems. Overall the very significant challenge 

and somewhat significant challenge categories scored significantly higher than the “minor challenge” category, where edge monetization was 

the leader at 19 percent, and the “not a challenge” category, with micro-services scaling as the leader, at only five percent.

FUTURUM PERSPECTIVES

The differences in how challenges are perceived can differ considerably based on both industry and geography. It’s no surprise that 48 percent 
of pure CoSPs are concerned with 4G compatibility, whereas only 39 percent of cloud and data center providers view it as a significant industry 
challenge. And from a regional perspective the differences can be even more pronounced. For example, 57 percent of providers in Asia-Pacific 
(where 5G is already well underway) view compatibility with 4G and existing services as a very significant challenge, contrasting to providers 
in EMEA and North America, at 40 percent and 48 percent respectively. In fact, in Asia-Pacific an equal 57 percent of service providers believe 
supplier lifecycle support and commitment will be a very significant challenge, again contrasting with only 37 percent and 41 percent of EMEA 
and North American providers.
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CONCLUSIONS

The build-out of the 5G Edge is ushering in unprecedented business opportunities for service providers. Through 5G capabilities, service pro-
viders strengthen their portfolio to fulfill urgent enterprise demand for unifying cybersecurity management to deliver holistic threat protection. 
Service providers can ill-afford not to organically integrate cybersecurity management capabilities, such as Security-as-a-Service (SECaaS), into 
their 5G deployments or risk losing credibility with their enterprise customer base, not to mention billions of dollars in investments.  By prior-
itizing security assurances, service providers can further capitalize on growing customer demands to securely broaden their support of smart 
devices (e.g., wearables, video/security surveillance).

5G equipment vendors must factor in service provider expectations regarding 5G’s potential to disrupt their existing operations and business 
processes. Of particular importance is service provider identification of 5G as a key enabler in lowering their OpEx. While these expectations 
need to be carefully managed, their 5G Edge proposition must address this top priority. Moreover, service providers view the 5G edge as the 
critical enabler in accelerating E2E orchestration across their networks and operations.

Likewise, it is vital that suppliers collaborate with service providers in meeting expectations for the rapid monetization of their 5G service de-
ployments. Service providers are committed to monetizing and selling IIoT services to their enterprise customers, despite near-term deploy-
ment challenges throughout their enterprise footprint and view cloud gaming as the leading use case within the consumer-facing side of their 
footprint. 

Service providers can confidently invest in their 5G edge build-outs, since their enterprise customers are committed to increasing their 5G edge 
spending almost entirely at the double-digit percentage levels over the next two years at least. Despite barriers, such as the complexities related 
to AR/VR implementations and ensuring compatibility with existing systems, service providers are in the prime position to succeed long-term in 
the 5G Edge realm, boosting their long-term influence and competitiveness in the global digital ecosystem.

The 5G Edge is changing, as is its role. Service providers need to keep pace with these changes in order to optimize 

and leverage the benefits the 5G Edge can offer, today and in the future.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Three recommendations on the future of the 5G Edge.  

• Service providers must demand that security is built into every element of their 5G edge implementations, including end-to-end cyber- 
security management, in order to fulfill the most pressing concerns of enterprises related to 5G adoption.  

• CoSPs and CSPs must push their suppliers to enable OpEx cost reductions, such as expanding DevOps-enabled agile software development 
and empowering E2E orchestration (while recognizing that near-term OpEx decreases will be hard to attain due to the upfront investments 
required to assimilate 5G throughout their network and operations). 

• CoSPs need to use their 5G edge investments to accelerate broader support of smart devices, across the consumer and enterprise spaces, 
as well as augment their IoT service packages.

PREDICTIONS

Three predictions on the future of the 5G Edge.  

• 5G = Cybersecurity Management Surge: Service providers will develop more robust cybersecurity packages, such as security as a service 
(SECaaS),  managed multi-cloud security services, and native-cloud security apps, to accelerate enterprise adoption of 5G services. Without 
increased portfolio development and marketing of security, providers risk having their 5G services arrive dead in the water within the enter-
prise space. In addition, service providers will strengthen their privacy protections to augment their 5G packages, as well as fulfill expanding 
regulatory mandates. 

• Industrial IoT and Smart Spaces Flourish: Service providers are keen to justify their massive 5G investments. 5G edge capabilities are 
well-suited to power industrial IoT monetization since it provides the bandwidth, latency upgrades and device connectivity over 4G/LTE to 
enable mission-critical applications in campus environments as well as extend the coverage range and security that WiFi cannot provide in 
settings such as mining, cargo ship, warehouse, and energy extraction operations. 5G marks the beginning of a new era of network secu-
rity with the introduction of International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) encryption, which is lacking in WiFi systems today. This enables 
all data traffic sent over 5G radio networks to be encrypted, integrity protected and subject to mutual authentication (including device to 
network). CoSPs will rapidly expand their targeting of smart spaces, such as airports, conference facilities, theme parks, and stadiums, where 
high-density traffic and users enables new revenue opportunities through new low-latency, high-bandwidth 5G capabilities.
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• Enterprises Use Cases Fueling 5G Edge Expansion: Despite security and compatibility concerns that accompany 5G adoption, CoSPs are 
committed to investing substantially in 5G over the next two years and likely beyond. This provides CoSPs and CSPs the warrant to invest 
heavily in their 5G edge deployments and business plans, especially in targeting expanding enterprise business opportunities. 
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APPENDIX DEMOGRAPHICS

To better understand industry-wide 5G Edge trends and their key touchpoints, we surveyed 504 network engineers and architects, with broad 
geographic distribution primarily across North America, Europe Middle East Africa (EMEA), and Asia-Pacific (APAC) within the Communications 
Service Provider (CoSP) community, and the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) community. Key demographic data points include:

• Our survey panel included over 500 panelists, spanning four major geographic regions across multiple industry sectors, representing  
organizations with less than a thousand to more than 50,000 employees. These respondents offered a range of perspectives on the  
major edge computing and 5G trends as well as the value proposition of emerging edge/5G-enabled applications. 

• Survey panelists were required to have an understanding and familiarity with Edge Computing applications such as IoT, Industrial IoT, 
CDN, AR/VR, and cloud gaming that have specific application performance requirements and often specific topology requirements 
required to support their implementations. 

• 74 percent of the panelists were network engineers and network planners performing planning and operations functions within their 
organizations, while the remaining 26 percent were performing development functions. 

• Organization sizes are as follows: 50,000 or more employees (12 percent); 5,000 – 49,999 employees (34 percent); 1,000 – 4,999  
employees (39 percent); and 500 – 999 employees (14 percent). 

• Annual revenues are as follows (in USD): $10 billion or more (15 percent); $5 – 9.9 billion (37 percent); $1 – 4.9 billion (32 percent); 
and $500 – 999 million (16 percent).  

• Geographic distribution of the organizations represented by our panel are as follows: EMEA (33 percent); North America (33 percent); 
APAC (28 percent); Greater China (6 percent); and Other (<1 percent). 

• CoSP respondents represent 70 percent of our total panel, including: Mobile 21 percent Data/IoT (34 percent); ISPs (5 percent); CDNs  
(2 percent); and Professional Services (8 percent). 

• CSP respondents represent 30 percent of our total panel, including: Cloud (24 percent) and Data Centers (6 percent).

This paper is based on the cumulative experience of the Futurum Research team and a primary market study 

defined by the following demographics.
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